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Saturday 23
rd

 November  

 

The weekend program began with inspirational songs in order to set the atmosphere, before the opening 

ceremony officially started proceedings. Matthew Huish, UK National Leader, took to the stage to 

welcome the CheonBo Europe branch back to the United Kingdom. 

 

 



 

 

 

Rev. Tibor Krebsz gave the first lecture of the weekend and spoke on the "Grace of Changyang". He said: 

"The True Parents would like to help us, from the very beginning." 

 

A video presentation followed, which gave an introduction to Changyang and ancestor liberation. The UK 

Changyang proceeded to take the stage to lead the first Changyang session. 

 

The second lecture was given by Rev. In Pyo Moon who spoke on the topic of "Grace of the Works of the 

Substantial Holy Spirit". He emphasised the importance of the spirit world and our ancestors. 

 

The first day of the Hyojeong CheonBo event came to a close with attendees in high spirits as they 

reflected on their experiences in preparation for the second day of the event. 

 

 
 

Sunday 24th November 

 

Uplifting songs again welcomed attendees to the second day of the event before the beginning of the 

Changyang session and Ancestor Liberation Ceremony. 

 

The UK Changyang team led attendees in the Changyang session. The devotion and passion expressed by 

the team and attendees positively raised the ambience of the event. 

 

After a brief break, Hyojeong Offering Ceremony involved the dissolving of the wish papers, alongside 

lectures and testimonials. 

 

The Ancestor Blessing Ceremony had married couples dressed in white ceremonial robes, in order to 

recommitting themselves to each other and honour the lives of their ancestors. 

 

Entertainment from the CheonBo band and Changyang team delighted attendees as the event came to a 

close. 

 

The weekend workshop concluded with attendees feeling refreshed and rejuvenated after a weekend of 

offering sincere devotion. 

 

 


